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the respiratory systemallows gas exchange between the environment and the
body,facilitating theprocess of aerobic metabolism. specifically, the respiratory

systemprovides oxygen and removes carbon dioxide from the body. the inability of the
respiratory system to perform either or both of these tasks results in respiratory

failure.type 1 respiratory failure occurs whenthe respiratory system cannot adequately
provide oxygen to the body, leading to hypoxemia. type 2 respiratory failure occurs

when the respiratory system is unable to sufficiently remove carbon dioxide from the
body, leading to hypercapnia. respiratory failure can further be classified based on
chronicity (i.e., acute, chronic, and acute on chronic). a thorough understanding of

respiratory failure is crucialto managing this disorder. the respiratory systemprovides
oxygen to and removes carbon dioxide from the body; however, the inability to

perform either or both of these tasks results in respiratory failure.type 1 respiratory
failure occurs whenthe respiratory system cannot adequately provide oxygen to the

body, leading to hypoxemia, and can be caused by alveolar hypoventilation, low
atmospheric pressure/fraction of inspired oxygen, diffusion defect,

ventilation/perfusion mismatch, and right-to-left shunt. type 2 respiratory failure
occurs when the respiratory system is unable to adequately remove carbon dioxide

from the body, leading to hypercapnia, and can be caused by respiratory pump failure
and increased carbon dioxide production. this activity reviews the evaluation and

management of respiratory failure and highlights the role of the healthcare team in
evaluating and treating patients with this condition.
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regarding the back track, if im interpreting
correctly, there may be multiple overhead
presses as part of a combo i find it a little
disappointing. many orthopedists will tell

you that lifting weight overhead such as we
do in overhead presses is bad for your
shoulder joint. its always present in the
warmup, its there in the back track, and
then we hit them again in the shoulder

track. start: juli 201001. warmup: what's
my name (ciara) ciara02. squats: miss
independent (maroon 5) maroon 503.

chest: rock your body (christina aguilera)
christina aguilera04. back: wake up (sara

evans) sara evans05. triceps:
thunderstruck (ac/dc) ac/dc06. biceps:
wake me up (avicii) avicii07. lunges: do
you wanna? (cher) cher08. shoulders:
uptown funk (mark ronson feat. bruno

mars) mark ronson feat. bruno mars09.
abs: i'm into something good (rihanna)
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rihanna10. cooldown: dancing in the street
(maroon 5) maroon 5 a muscle becomes
shortened when a muscle contracts and
pulls on a bone. the action of a muscle

shortening is called a muscle contraction.
the shortening of a muscle contracts its
attached structures, which can cause a
reaction, or movement, in the body, or

make other parts of the body move. this
contraction pulls on a bone, causing the
bone to move. this pulling movement is

called a muscle contraction. the body has
several components, including the

muscles, organs, brain, and other tissues.
muscles are the primary players in

movement. muscles are made of bundles
of muscle fibers, which are the contractile

cells within the muscles. to move, the
muscles contract, or shorten. when the

muscles shorten, they pull on bones. this
pulling motion is called a muscle

contraction. 5ec8ef588b
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